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AB OUT ZOONATION : THE KATE PRINCE COMPANY

ZooNation was founded by Kate Prince in 2002 and is best known for its work in the theatre, creating full length
narrative dance productions influenced in equal parts by musical theatre, Hip Hop culture and music. ZooNation’s
work is fortified with an extensive programme of engagement and talent development, working with different
communities and young artists to expand their skills, knowledge and confidence in our style of dance theatre.
For further information please visit: zoonation.co.uk/explore/company-biography/
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AB OUT KATE PRINCE
Kate Prince MBE

Choreographer, Director & Writer
Kate is artistic director of ZooNation, which she founded in 2002. She is an associate artist at The Old Vic
and at Sadler’s Wells, where ZooNation is also a Resident Company.
For ZooNation: The Kate Prince Company Into the Hoods (Novello Theatre, 2008) which was the West End’s first
hip hop dance show, Some Like It Hip Hop (Sadler’s Wells’ The Peacock, 2011-2013, and UK tour), Groove on Down the
Road (Southbank Centre, 2013-2014), ZooNation: Unplugged (Sadler’s Wells, 2013), The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party
(Royal Opera House’s Linbury Studio, 2014, and the Roundhouse, 2016), Into the Hoods: Remixed (Sadler’s Wells’
The Peacock, 2015-2016, and UK tour), SYLVIA (Old Vic 2018) and Message in a Bottle (Sadler’s Wells The Peacock
2020). The company has also created special performances for Nelson Mandela’s 90th birthday celebrations in
Hyde Park and for the Laurence Olivier Awards in 2011 creating new choreography for West Side Story with the
BBC Symphony Orchestra.
TV credits include work for Strictly Come Dancing, So You Think You Can Dance, The Royal Variety Show,
Top of the Pops, Ant & Dec’s Saturday Night Take Away, CD:UK, Blue Peter, Strictly Dance Fever, Sport Relief,
The Album Chart Show, Discomania and PopWorld.
Film work includes choreography for Everybody’s Talking About Jamie (New Regency, WARP & Film 4),
StreetDance 3D (Vertigo), and a short film, The Holloway Laundrette, which she wrote & directed for BAFTA/Channel 4.

MESSAGE FROM K ATE PRINCE

Other theatre work includes Everybody’s Talking About Jamie for Jonathan Butterell (Sheffield Crucible and West End,
nominated for an Olivier Award for best theatre choreographer), Enda Walsh’s Ballyturk (National Theatre), Stephen
Mear’s Shoes (Sadler’s Wells), I Can’t Sing: the X-Factor Musical (London Palladium) and It’s A Mad World My Masters
(Royal Shakespeare Company), both for Sean Foley.
With ZooNation she has also created choreography for sporting events, including the Beijing Olympic
and Paralympic Handover Ceremonies (2008), the Opening Ceremony of the Tour de France (2007)
and the IOC opening ceremony for the London 2012 Olympics at the Royal Opera House.
In 2017, ZooNation: The Kate Prince Company became an Arts Council National Portfolio Organisation for 2018-2022.
Kate’s work has been nominated for three Olivier Awards, a South Bank Sky Arts Award, a WhatsOnStage Award,
a Black British Theatre Award and two Critics’ Circle National Dance Awards. Kate is a graduate of the
University of Edinburgh with an MA in general arts and has an honorary doctorate from the University of Winchester.
Kate was awarded an MBE for services to dance in the Queens Birthday Honours List, 2019.

Alonzo Westbrook

Some Like It Hip Hop is my response to gender
inequality and the oppression of women. I hope you
enjoy studying it as much as we enjoyed making it.
Love Kate x
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SOME LIKE IT HIP HOP SYNOPSIS
Some Like It Hip Hop is a story of love, mistaken identity and revolution,
in a city where books are banned and women are subservient to men.
The story revolves around two central female characters, Jo-Jo and Kerri.
When they are discovered breaking the rules, they are thrown out of the
city into a cold and dark wasteland. In order to survive they have only one
option – to return to the city disguised as men. It doesn’t take long for
the two women to prove their worth, and it also doesn’t take long for
Jo-Jo to fall in love with Simeon, the only educated man in the city.
If only she wasn’t wearing a moustache…

THE PURPOSE OF THE SHOW
With every show we make our goal is to entertain an audience, but it is
always combined with the desire to provoke thought, challenge viewpoints,
raise awareness and celebrate equality. In Some Like It Hip Hop,
we particularly looked at raising awareness on the importance of
education, and particularly the right for women to be educated.
We wanted to highlight micro aggressions of gender inequality and
sexual harassment in the workplace. We aimed to provide young women
the ability to have a voice, to think about these issues and to look at
their strengths, their capabilities, their talents and their individuality.
We wanted the show to celebrate the healing power of love, the resilience
of the human spirit, and our ability to survive against all the odds.

Image: Simon Prince©
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CR EATIV E S
Book Kate Prince, Felix Harrison
Music D.J. Walde, Josh Cohen
Lyrics Kate Prince
Director Kate Prince
Associate Director Danielle ‘Rhimes’ Lecointe
Choreographers Kate Prince,
Tommy Franzén, Carrie-Anne Ingrouille
Additional Choreography Duwane Taylor, Ryan Chappell
Assistant Choreographers Bradley Charles, Lizzie Gough
Musical Directors Josh Cohen, D.J. Walde
Set Designer Ben Stones
Original Costume Design Ryan Chappell
Lighting Designer Johanna Town
Associate Lighting Designer Dan Street

CR EW
Production Manager Open Other End Limited
Company Stage Manager Penny Foxley
Deputy Stage Manager Beth Rennie
Assistant Stage Manager Martin Meachem
Assistant Stage Manager/Book Cover Ruth Collett Chief
Electrician John Rainsworth
Deputy Electrician Tom Bevington
Sound Operator Christopher Cormack
Deputy Sound Operator Dominic Beale
Wardrobe Supervisor Bryony Clayden
Head of Wardrobe Scott Sheady
Deputy Wardrobe Jennie Quirk
Tour Carpenter Gilles Pink
Production Electrician Laurence Russell
Production Sound Engineer Sam Vincent
Hair by Cynthia de la Rosa

PR ODUC TI ON
Executive Director for ZooNation: Sri Sarker
Executive Producers for ZooNation: Chantal Spiteri
and Sandra Castell Garcia
General Management for Great Leap Forward
Jennie Green and Gemma Greig-Kicks
Production Assistants for Great Leap Forward
Sara Cormack and James Miller
General Management for ZooNation:
Sophie Cammack, Annie Taylor-Gooby,
Rosa Burkett-Wenham, Rachel Evans,
Jenna Lambie-Ridgway
Co-Producer Sadler’s Wells
Supported by Arts Council England
Originally supported by Wales Millennium Centre
and Curve Theatre
Booking enquiries K ayte Potter at Great Leap Forward
(kayte@greatleapforward.co.uk)
Marketing Agent Frankie Stansfield and Annika Iantosca

CAST
Christian Alozie, The Governor
Lindon Barr Sylvestor, Tyce
Melissa Bravo Soozy, Oprah
Bradley Charles Tyce, Simeon, Dance Captain
Ebony Clarke Soozy, Tweets
Saskia Davis Kerri, Tweets
Idney De’Almeida Tyce, Chadwell
Sheree DuBois Erynill
Tommy Franzén Simeon
Natasha Gooden Oprah, Jo-Jo
Royston Gooden Randall
D.J. Walde Danillo
Lizzie Gough Jo-Jo, Assistant Choreographer,
Dance Captain
Jade Hackett Kerri
Anelisa Lamola Arethia, Erynill
Kino McHugh Tweets, Jo-Jo
Michael Naylor Sudsy, Chadwell
Dwayne Nosworthy Narrator
Aaron Nuttall Sudsy, Sylvestor
Andry Oporia Chadwell, Governor
Delanco Spenrath S ylvestor, Simeon
Elliotte Williams-N’Dure Arethia
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THEMES, ISSUES AND CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES
The Story of Malala Yousafzai
I was hugely inspired by the story of Malala Yousafzai, and the theme
of books and education being banned for girls. Malala wasn’t
scared to read and to demand an education despite the fact
the Taliban in Pakistan had made it illegal. Malala’s
determination to continue her education and to fight
for the right for other girls to be educated, almost
cost her her life, but eventually won her a Nobel
Peace Prize in 2014. More information on
Malala’s story can be found in her published
books and at: www.malala.org

The Rise of Fascism
Our story is also influenced by the
actions of Fascist dictators Benito
Mussolini and Adolf Hitler in Europe
in the 1930’s and 1940’s, particularly
the plot line about burning books and
restricting education. Restricting and
controlling education is key for a Fascist
Dictator to control his people. Education
and knowledge are power, the most powerful
commodity that any human can have.
Education and knowledge are the catalyst
to revolution.

Gender Equality
The fight for gender equality has continued to be a major theme
in ZooNation’s work, so much so that we created the musical SYLVIA
at the Old Vic in 2018, exactly 100 years after the first women in the UK
were given the right to vote. SYLVIA follows the life of Sylvia Pankhurst,
Emmeline Pankhurst, the Suffragettes and the fight for women’s suffrage.

Misogyny, Materialism & the Objectification of Women
As a fan of Hip Hop music since the early 1980’s I have always had an
internal struggle with the often misogynistic and homophobic
lyrics, the emphasis on materialism and the objectification
of women in music videos. This struggle is at the heart
of our story and one of the inspirations behind the
creation of the book and lyrics, particularly
exemplified in the song, It’s a Man’s World.
“Women, know your limits, you’re just here
to please me. You couldn’t do what I do but
I make it look easy. It’s a Man’s World,
and I ain’t got no need…. For a Woman!”
In direct contrast to the above
sentiment, in the scene Skills ’N’ Drills
Jo-Jo and Kerri (disguised as men)
are able to pass all the same intelligence
tests as the men and qualify for
entry into the city. This section of
choreography is physically gruelling
and the female dancers are able to match,
if not surpass, the skills demonstrated
by their male counterparts.

Equality in the Workplace
Some Like it Hip Hop was written seven years before
the viral spread of the hashtag ‘MeToo’ and the
allegations against Harvey Weinstein in 2017. It is perhaps
an even more relevant piece of work today than it was when
we wrote it, with gender politics at the forefront of the news cycle and
the fight for gender equality gaining momentum. We took inspiration from shows like
Mad Men, studying how women are treated in the workplace, the gender pay gap and sexual
harassment. This influenced the scene when Chadwell behaves inappropriately with Oprah.
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AB OUT THE CREATION OF SOME LIKE IT HIP HOP – FROM PAGE TO STAGE
I collaborated with Felix Harrison on the script and structure of Some Like It Hip Hop.
We previously worked together writing the story for Into the Hoods. We like to work
collaboratively so I bounce ideas off of Felix and in turn he challenges the outcomes
of each scenario or idea. Through asking lots of questions we are able to join the dots
together and shape the ideas for each script. We gradually created the show over
a two-year period and after a short run in 2011, we cut a few musical numbers and
replaced them with new ones, whilst also changing some of the dramatic structure.
We then opened the show again in 2012 and this new version is the same as the one
we perform today.
I received fantastic advice from Matthew Warchus, the Artistic Director at the Old Vic
theatre in London, about the writing process for musical theatre. He shared with me
the popular quote, ‘Musicals are not written, they are re-written’. It is all about refining
it and every time you make a cut or complete a new draft you get a little bit closer to
what the final version is going to be. This is something which I am discovering with our
production SYLVIA now as I am going through the painstaking process of rewriting the
original production, scrutinising it, cutting scenes, cutting characters, shifting dialogue,
moulding lyrics, changing plot and improving structure. If a joke, a character, a lyric
or a song don’t truly serve the central story, they need to go, no matter how good
they are. It’s a very difficult process.
The structure of Some Like It Hip Hop is based on the same dramatic structure of
Some Like it Hot, particularly in the set up of the story. First, we are introduced
to the environment of our story, then we meet our heroes, our heroes get into trouble,
their troubles get much worse, and finally our heroes get out of trouble. We then split
this structure to create a two-act stage performance, with a climax taking us into the
interval at the end of Act One and a resolution at the end of Act Two.
Whereas Some Like it Hot concludes with our heroes escaping but their future is
slightly uncertain, Some Like It Hip Hop concludes with the beginning of a new society,
where men and women are equal, education and creativity are valued and love
is the key to true happiness.
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AB OUT THE CREATION OF SOME LIKE IT HIP HOP – FROM PAGE TO STAGE
Let’s look at how these two structures play out in Some Like it Hot and in Some Like It Hip Hop:
Environment

Their Troubles Get Much Worse

Prohibition Chicago 1929 where alcohol is banned
and the mafia rule the Speak Easies (illegal secret bars)

Joe & Jerry disguise themselves as women
to take a job in an all female band in Florida

Vs.

Vs.

A sunless city in a dystopian land where books, education,
art and love are banned, the grief stricken Governor
and his gang rule and women are subservient to men

Jo-Jo & Kerri disguise themselves as men
to pass a series of tests to rejoin the city

Our Heroes
Joe & Jerry - two male musicians working
in a band inside a Speak Easy
Jeopardy - the Speak Easy is raided by police.
Joe & Jerry lose their jobs.
Vs.
Jo-Jo & Kerri - two female secretaries working
in an office inside the city.
Jeopardy - one of the male workers,
Sudsy Partridge, is fired and thrown out
of the city for being incompetent.

Our Heroes Get Into Trouble
Joe & Jerry witness a murder and go into hiding

Our Heroes Get Out of Trouble
Joe falls in love with Sugar Kane, the blonde ukulele
playing front woman of the band, who describes herself
as ‘not very bright’. Along with Jerry, and the help
of his new ‘love interest’ Osgood, they escape the mafia
gang once more and their true identities are revealed
Vs.
Jo-Jo falls in love with Simeon Sun, a genius
who has read ALL the books in the land.
Along with Kerri, and the help of her new ‘love interest’
Oprah, and the newly educated Sudsy, they lead
a revolution. Their true identities are revealed,
the sun is set free, the Governor is re-united with his
daughter Oprah, and he finds love again with Kerri.
Books, education and art are re-instated in society
and women are no longer subservient to men.

Vs.
Jo-Jo & Kerri are caught with illegal books
and are thrown out of the city
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COLLAB ORATING WITH OTHER CREATIVES
I really enjoy collaborating with other creatives. Every job I do is different in terms of which roles
I take on personally. With Some Like It Hip Hop I was the director, co-writer, lyricist and one of
five choreographers.
The lead choreographers on Some Like It Hip Hop were myself, Carrie-Anne Ingrouille and Tommy
Franzen, with additional choreography by Ryan Chappell and Duwane Taylor. When working with
other choreographers, I mark out the story beats with them first and block them physically on
the floor. We consider formations, transitions, props, costume, set and lighting when doing this
so that we can visualise the story coming alive. I then pass this over to specific choreographers,
depending on the style of the routine, for them to create the steps. For example, Carrie-Anne
choreographed the songs Sister, Oprah and It’s a Man’s World, whilst Tommy created all of
Simeon’s Locking and the duets with Jo-Jo, plus the Breaking sections of Skills ’n’ Drills and
Kicking Off. Ryan choreographed the house dance section of Skills ’n’ Drills and Duwane
choreographed the Governor’s Krumping solos and the Popping section of Skills ’n’ Drills and
Kicking Off. Some of the sections I choreographed include Invisible Me, Invincible Me, Sleep Pods,
Shutting Out the Sun, The Rules of Seduction, Destination Unknown, Walking in Circles, Light Up
and Some Like it Hip Hop. We all have very different choreographic styles which results in
a broad range of visual content in the production.

With other creative collaborators, such as Ben Stones the Set Designer, it can be very challenging
for Ben to extract information from me. He has said before he wishes he could invent a gadget
that could download the visual contents of my brain so that he could see my vision in the same
level of detail as I can. Ben’s work always has an incredible attention to detail. I loved the set
Ben created for Some Like It Hip Hop, particularly the upstairs-downstairs nature to it and the
moving trucks which eventually become dorm beds complete with red curtains for Sleep Pods
(a direct reference to the sleeper carriage scene on the train in Some Like It Hot). Ben and I also
collaborated with an illusion consultant, Darren Lang, for the climax at the end of Act 2 when
Jo-Jo, Kerri and Sudsy manage to break back into the city. They climb down a shaft outside the
city gates that leads to an air ventilation system, and eventually brings them out through the
huge fan at the back of the set. We needed to create the illusion that they were climbing into
the ground, but the tunnel actually had a trap door that allowed them to go backwards through
the set. Other details of the set that I liked are the ‘No Women’ sign over the entrance to the
men’s dorm, the time card machine that clocks the male workers in for the start of their shift,
the furnace for burning books, and the burner outside the city gates with flickering red lights
glowing on the faces of the Rejected as they try to warm their hands.
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PICTURE POSTCARD TECHNIQUE
In order to keep the story in focus I use the Picture Postcard Technique.
First, you identify the major story beats. Then, you create them as a series of pictures or freeze frames.
Finally you connect these freeze frames with dance.
For example, if you divide Cinderella into three picture postcards:
No 1: three women point and laugh at a girl who is scrubbing the floor and looking miserable.
No 2: a woman waves a magic wand whilst the young girl smiles, looking beautiful in a new dress.
No 3: a man on one knee tries to put a shoe on the girl, whilst the original three women look horrified.
These three snapshots should allow the audience to understand the story without any words being spoken.
Although song lyrics and narration help, we still try to ensure the story beats are clearly expressed physically.
You can have as many different postcards for each scene that you need in order to clarify the narrative.
An example of a picture postcard in Some Like it Hip Hop is when the Governor accidentally bumps into Kerri
during Clocking In. They awkwardly bump and stumble. Once they pass, they pause and look back at the same
time. Their eyes meet. They share a moment but quickly carry on. We needed to sew the seed that there is
an attraction between them, but one that neither of them can acknowledge. Each character can show the
progression of their story line by a series of freeze frames.
Dancing a story is so important to me. It needs to be about something or it is just empty steps. I like to ask
dancers, ‘Why are you moving?’ ‘What is this about for your character’ ‘What are you expressing?’ This is just
my personal preference for the kind of dance theatre I like to make, but I am a strong believer there can be
no rules in art. No right or wrong. A company motto we have used for years is “We are here to Express, not to
Impress” (from an original quote by Sarah Bernhardt). Only you, the artist, can determine whether you have
been successful or not and in order to do that you need to know what you wanted to achieve… What are your
goals? What does success look like to you? Is it rave reviews or a full house or a standing ovation? Is it telling
a clear narrative or expressing a singular emotion or is it being completely abstract? Is it to provoke thought,
to bring an audience to tears through laughter or grief? Success has many different hats. Which hat is yours?
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SCENE TITLES
ACT ONE

ACT TWO

Scene 1: The City

Scene 6: Outside the City Gates

Scene 9: The Men’s Quarters Recreation Room

Scene 12: The Room

Once Upon a Time

Invisible Me (reprise)

It’s a Man’s World

Clocking In (Part Three)

Scene 2: The Room

Scene 7: the Room

Clocking In

Clocking In (part two)

Scene 10: The City

Kicking Off

Goodbye Sudsy

Oprah

Rejected Once More

Walking in Circles

Sister

Shutting Out the Sun

Scene 11: Outside the City Gates

Light Up

Scene 8: The Cell, The Laundry and The Library

Destination Unknown

Some Like It Hip Hop

If I Could Be With You

Invincible Me

Scene 14: Finale

Rejected
Scene 3: The City
Chase

The Rules of Seduction

Scene 13: The City

Dance

Scene 4: Outside the City Gates
Invisible Me
Simply Simeon
Skills N Drills
New Girl
Scene 5:The Men’s Quarters
Sleeping Pods
Midnight by Torchlight
The Hazing
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ACT ONE – DEEP DIVE
Scene 4 - Outside the City Gates - Invisible Me

Scene 8 - The Cell, The Laundry and The Library - If I Could Be with You

Synopsis: Sudsy is rejected from the city as he is less capable than the other men, which they perceive as
weakness. He is cruelly mocked and ridiculed for being inept. Sudsy is desperate to be noticed and valued
for who he is and his solo Invisible Me acts as his cry for help.

Synopsis: One of the women’s duties is to do the men’s laundry. Simeon, always the gentleman,
rolls up his sleeves to help. Tweets and Soozy take advantage of his kindness and dump the
whole load of washing on him, swiftly doing a runner. Jo-Jo and Simeon find themselves alone.
Jo-Jo seizes the opportunity to quick change into a woman in order to make a move on Simeon.
This is all happening stage left. Meanwhile, stage right, as a punishment for her subordination,
Oprah is locked in a cell and is being harassed by Chadwell. David (Kerri) interrupts them just in
time, making him (her) Oprah’s ‘knight in shining armour’ and the new object of her affection.

Characters: Sudsy and ‘The Rejected’ (other people in the land who have also been expelled from the city).
Dance Style: Lyrical Hip-Hop with influences of Jazz and Tap.
Music Style: Acoustic Guitar
Themes: Exclusion, loneliness, discrimination and deprivation.
Set, lighting and costume: A sense of destitution in both the set and costume to portray the people who
have been outcast from the city. Lighting, set and costume join together perfectly as the flickering internal
light of the fire from inside the rusty old drum tries to warm the freezing cold hands of ’The Rejected’,
complete with hats, scarves and coats.
Click here to watch Scene 4 - Invisible Me

Scene 5 - The Men’s Quarters - Sleep Pods
Synopsis: When the men retire to their quarters for sleep, Jo-Jo and Kerri go with them.
Initially they are in celebration mode for being allowed into the city. This soon turns to panic
when the men start to undress and the full weight of their predicament hits them.
Characters: Jo-Jo, Kerri, Simeon and the men.
Dance Style: Lyrical hip hop, physical theatre
Music Style: The instrumental music has a clear hip-hop influence through its use of accented beats.
Themes: Impersonation.
Set, lighting and costume: The design of the set directly references the sleeper carriage in the
train in Some Like it Hot, especially with the detail of the curtains. The curtains are deliberately
see through so that we can light inside the bunks and watch each dancer as they move. Sylvestor
and Tyce wear white cotton boxer shorts and are bare chested, revealing their muscular physiques.
This is to highlight Jo-Jo and Kerri’s predicament as they obviously can not strip topless without
giving the game away. In contrast, Jo-Jo and Kerri are completely overdressed in dressing gowns
and pyjamas. This was an extremely fast ‘quick change’ for the ladies to go from suits to pyjamas.

Characters: Jo-Jo, Simeon, Oprah, Chadwell
Dance Style: Simeon and Jo-Jo dance a locking duet, whilst Oprah and David (Kerri) have
choreography that is more slapstick and musical theatre in tone, with the emphasis on comedy
and storytelling. The Library scene is also in the style of locking.
Music Style: The song has two separate distinct influences. Jo-Jo and Simeon is electro funk,
whereas Oprah and David has more of a Jill Scott slow groove.
Themes: Harassment, mistaken identity, gender inequality, affection and flirtation.
Set, lighting and costume: This scene has a large amount of props including a washing line
with hanging sheets, washing machines, washing baskets, a bench and a set of prison
keys - all of which are used within the choreography.
Lighting helps to take the audience’s attention from Stage Left to Stage Right as we switch
between scenes. This is another direct reference from Some Like it Hot when Joe and Sugar
have a date on a yacht, and Daphne and Osgood go tango dancing. In the movie the scene
switches back and forth between the two dates.
Jo-Jo needed to do another very quick change so had to have a costume designed that would
work underneath her suit. When she goes behind the sheets on the washing lines, she takes off
her suit and her female costume is under-dressed. She holds up a second, identical costume
from the washing basket to show what she is about to put on, but actually, she already has it on.
Click here to watch Scene 8 - If I Could Be with You

Click here to watch Scene 5 - Sleep Pods
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ACT TWO – DEEP DIVE
Scene 13 - The City - Kicking Off
Synopsis: The revolution begins and it is the newly educated Sudsy who leads the way having read every book in the land. Knowledge
is power. Knowledge is freedom. The two opposing sides ‘battle’ each other. ’The Rejected’ fight to free the city from the Governor’s
control. The Governor recognises the necklace and subsequently his daughter. He is overcome with both grief and anger.
Characters: Full Company
Dance Style: Each dancer freestyles in their own unique style, some using tricks and acrobatics, some, like Kerri,
using specific styles such as Waacking. The ensemble styles are split between the two opposing sides with the ‘goodies’
using locking and breaking, whilst the ‘baddies’ use popping. The Governor’s ending solo is in the style of Krump.
Music Style: The biggest musical influence here is classic 80s breakbeats.
Themes: Grief, anger, knowledge, power, freedom and revolution.
Set, lighting and costume: The change between blue and red lighting could be seen to display the
change between revolution and anger, with the white wash representing freedom. The upper balconies
of the set are used by the vocalists who lend their voices to the action below creating atmosphere,
emotion and tension. The stage is emptied of all other set and props to allow for a maximum dance space.
All the women take off their skirts to reveals shorts and leggings The dancers take off some layers
of costume, roll up their sleeves and undo shirts to create a contrast to the neat, clean and impeccably
dressed characters they were at the beginning of the story.

Scene 13 - The City - Walking In Circles
Synopsis: The Governor comes to terms with his grief and his shame whilst Kerri offers him compassion.
Oprah forgives her father and they are reunited.
Characters: The initial duet focusses on Kerri and the Governor and then the choreography expands to the full company.
Dance Style: Lyrical Hip Hop
Music Style: The verse is influenced by British Hip Hop and MCs with the chorus influenced by artists like India Arie.
The dance break beats section is influenced by Timbaland.
Themes: Compassion, grief, shame, and forgiveness.
Set, lighting and costume: There is no change to set or costume here. A series of hard edged white spotlights
create focussed space for duets and trios around the space.
Click here to watch Scene 13 - The City - Kicking Off / Walking In Circles
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INITIAL THOUGHTS TASK
Ask students to fill in the spider diagram with their
thoughts when watching the performance for the
first time, asking them to consider all of the production
elements. Then ask them to share their views with
one another. They can add any points that they
missed in a different colour pen.

GENRE

A PREVALENT
SCENE

COSTUME

DANCE STYLE

Enjoy the show!

A PREVALENT
LINE OR LYRIC

STORYLINE

SOUND

INITIAL
THOUGHTS

A PREVALENT
MOMENT

A DANCE
NUMBER

AN IDEA

A MOVEMENT
PHRASE

A
THEME/ISSUE

SET

A
CHARACTER
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WORKSHOP IDEA ONE: CONSIDERING THE USE OF SET AND PROPS FOR MIDNIGHT BY TORCHLIGHT
Starter – Understanding the scene
Get students to watch the interview with Ben Stones
followed by the scene Midnight by Torchlight.
Ask them to particularly focus on the set and the way
in which the bunk beds are transitioned onto the stage.

Problem solving set design
Give your students the following scenario:
You are the set designing crew for ZooNation and the
production of Some Like It Hip Hop. As a company
you are touring around the UK and you have arrived
at your next theatre. The revolving bunk beds do not fit
on the stage. You have been tasked to redesign the set
ready for the first show. However, bare in mind that
the performers may need to adapt their choreography
based on your design.
Get students to use the stage template on the next page
to design their set, ensuring they use key terminology
appropriately to label it.

Adapting choreography using props
Give each student a torch and the following scenario:
You are now performers within the company. The alteration
to the set design for Midnight by Torchlight now means the
choreography must be changed. Choreograph a movement
phrase using torches. You must focus on timing, musicality,
unison and cannon as you cannot see one another when in
the bunk beds. You may wish to turn the lights off to create
more of a realistic atmosphere if safe to do so.
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INTERVIEW WITH SET DESIGNER: BEN STONES
Ben trained in stage design at Central Saint Martin’s College of Art and went on to receive a
Linbury Prize commission to design Paradise Lost for Rupert Goold. His designs now span theatre,
ballet, comedy, fashion and hip hop.
Designs include Standing at the Skys Edge (Crucible Theatre), The Watsons (Minerva Theatre
and Menier Chocolate Factory), The Producers (Royal Exchange Theatre), SYLVIA (Old Vic
Theatre), The Bear/The Proposal (Young Vic Theatre), Frost/Nixon, Julius Caesar (Crucible
Theatre), The Suicide (National Theatre), HIR (Bush Theatre), Frankenstein, Breaking The Code,
Doctor Faustus, Edward II, Taste of Honey, Salt (Royal Exchange), Good With People by David
Harrower (Paines Plough, 59E59 NYC), Creditors directed by Alan Rickman, translation by
David Greig (Donmar Warehouse and BAM New York), The Dazzle, Bug, Fool For Love (Found111),
The Kitchen Sink (Bush Theatre), Belong, Ingredient X (Royal Court Theatre Upstairs),
Thom Pain (The Coronet, formerly The Print Room), Arabian Nights (Kiln Theatre, formerly
Tricycle Theatre), No Idea (Improbable Theatre at Young Vic), Kiss Of The Spider Woman
(Donmar Warehouse), Lower Ninth, The Silence of the Sea (Donmar Trafalgar), An Enemy of the
People (Sheffield Crucible), Sue The Second Coming (Soho Theatre), Wild Oats (Bristol Old Vic),
Beautiful Thing (Sound Theatre, West End), Paradise Lost (Headlong Theatre),
Speaking in Tongues (Duke of York’s Theatre), Da (Gate Theatre Dublin), Crocodile by
Frank McGuinness (Sky Arts Live), The Lady In The Van (National tour), The Painter
(Arcola Theatre), Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare’s Globe), The Adventures of Nhamo
(Tricycle Theatre), My Generation (West Yorkshire Playhouse), Hobsons Choice, Twelfth Night
(Regents Park Open Air Theatre), A Breakfast of Eels, (Thde Coronet), Way Upstream
(Chichester Festival Theatre).
Dance includes Some Like It Hip Hop (The Peacock and national tour), Groove On Down The Road
(ZooNation at Queen Elizabeth Hall, Southbank Centre), ZooNation Unplugged (Sadler’s Wells),
world premiere reimagining of KES - Dance Theatre production by Jonathan Watkins
(Sheffield Crucible), Smile (Sadler’s Wells), Into The Hoods (The Peacock and national tour),
The Mad Hatters Tea Party (Linbury Studio, 2015, and Roundhouse, 2017).
Opera designs include The Merry Widow (English National Opera).
Fashion includes Burberry: London in Shanghai (Shanghai), Burberry: London in Los Angeles
(Griffith Observatory).
Click here to watch the interview with set designer, Ben Stones
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STAGE DIAGRAM
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WORKSHOP IDEA TWO: USING MUSIC AND LYRICS AS A STIMULUS
We tried to use a palette or a musical reference such as
Aretha Franklin, Floetry, Gospel and the Hip-Hop music genres to
create a melody and lyrics that help to emulate the story and vision.

Starter- Warming Up
In pairs or small groups get students to create three freeze frames
that demonstrate the lyrics “If I could be with you…” Get them
to share them with the rest of the group and feedback.

Role play
Using the following lyrics from the show Some Like It Hip Hop,
get students to create a short role play to develop a story behind
the text:
“If I could be with you, we could make our dreams come true.
All the things that we could do, If I could be with you…”
Get them to consider a variety of situations including love,
friendship, betrayal, loss and jealously.

Using lyrics as a stimulus to create a movement motif
Using the same extract of lyrics get students to create a short
movement motif that helps portray their vision and idea developed
in the last task.

Motif development
Group students with another pairing. Get them to teach one
another’s motifs and share their visions. Then get them to use
motif development to progress these alongside one another
with a particular skill focus such as: the use of relationships,
actions, dynamics and space.
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INTERV IEW WITH COMPOSER AND MUSICAL DIRECTOR: DJ WALDE
Danilo ‘DJ’ Walde is a composer, musician, consultant, DJ and performer from West London, and is a
music graduate of Brunel University. He has created for theatre, film and dance for the likes of ZooNation
(musical director), the Royal Shakespeare Company, English National Ballet, and in 2012 DJed in front
of a worldwide television audience for the London 2012 Paralympic Opening Ceremony.
For ZooNation: The Kate Prince Company composer and arranger for SYLVIA (The Old Vic);
composer, musical director and performer for The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party (Linbury Studio and Roundhouse);
composer, musical director and performer for Some Like It Hip Hop (ZooNation/Sadler’s Wells); arranger
and remixer for Into The Hoods (ZooNation/ Phil McIntyre) and Into The Hoods Remixed (ZooNation);
co-composer for Fall Into You for The Holloway Laundrette (BAFTA/Big Dance).
Other credits include music composition and editing for Trans Express: Woolwich (GDIF); soundscape
composition for Nora; She Persisted (English National Ballet); composer for The Suicide (National Theatre);
soundtrack editor and arranger for You & I Know (Arlene Phillips/Candoco); music supervisor and editor
for Blaze: The Streetdance Sensation (Anthony Van Laast); music director and arranger for Against Time:
Flawless & English National Ballet (English National Ballet/ Flawless); composer and arranger for Pericles
(Royal Shakespeare Company); co-composer/co-musical director for The Little Mermaid (Bristol Old Vic);
arranger, editor for Smile (Tommy Franzen/Sadler’s Wells); composer for Animal Farm (Royal & Derngate);
composer for POP Circus at Circus Fest 2016 (Roundhouse); arranger and composer for Big Dance 2006,
2010 (Big Dance) and Big Commonwealth Dance 2014 (Rafael Bonachela/Big Dance); music director for
The Happiness Project (Roundhouse); performer for Downhill: Hitchcock 9, Moscow (British Council Russia);
performer for Vocal Orchestra 2013 Canada (Just For Laughs Festival, Montreal).
Danilo plays bass and is a founding member of the band Royal Treatment Plant, who released their debut
album Hope Is Not Enough (Universal) in 2009 and Halfway To The Sun in 2012. As the leader of the
Roundhouse Experimental Choir he has collaborated with the London Contemporary Orchestra, The OAE,
The Tate Collective, and with contemporary artists such as Wildbirds & Peacedrums, Ghostpoet,Deptford
Goth and Ana Silvera.
Danilo also teaches and performs with Some Voices, a London wide choir, preforming at venues such
as Printworks, The Troxy and Clapham Grand. Danilo also works as an artist-tutor running music-based
projects for various charities & institutions, including The Roundhouse, Mousetrap and Ministry of Stories.
Click here to watch the interview with composer and musical director, DJ Walde
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INTERVIEW WITH CAST MEMBERS
At ZooNation we use a diverse range of dance skills, so we look for our performers to have experience in a range of dance skills
including: Breaking, Popping, Locking, Waacking, House, Krump, Lindy-Hop, Contemporary and Acro. However, the dance skills
are only one part of it, to me they are not as important as the ability to tell a story. I look for this in the way in which they
embody the movement, their spoken voice, use of facial expressions and their ability to interpret the story whist dancing.
Our auditions always include moments where performers are asked to perform the same dance phrase but with different
expressions each time such as lust, anger and fear. This gives us the opportunity to see their storytelling ability,
which is a far more complex skill to achieve.

Bradley Charles

Tyce, Simeon, Assistant Choreographer and Dance Captain
Having started his dance career over 15 years ago, Bradley’s experience has allowed
him to perform both nationally and internationally, from small theatres to stadiums.
For ZooNation: The Kate Prince Company Into the Hoods, Some Like It Hip Hop
and The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, as well as teaching for the Academy of Dance (ZAD)
and Artistic Director for ZooNation Youth Company (ZYC) for 2019/2020.
Other performance credits include: Olivier Award-winning Boy Blue Entertainment,
Flawless UK Dance Group and Impact Dance; lead character Frankie in Streetdance3D,
performing and choreographing for the London Olympics Opening Ceremony in 2012.
Bradley has also worked with some of the top commercial and underground artists in the
entertainment industry, such as Missy Elliot, Plan B, N-Dubs, The Saturdays and Lema.
Click here to watch the interview with Bradley Charles
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INTERVIEW WITH CAST MEMBERS
Carrie-Anne Ingrouille

Co-Choreographer and original cast member
Carrie-Anne Ingrouille is a performer, choreographer and director originating from Guernsey
in the Channel Islands. She began her dance training aged 2 1/2 at the Avril Earl Dance and
Theatre Arts Centre and then continued further at The Centre Performing Arts College in London.
Carrie has been a core member of the award winning ZooNation since 2005, and her credits
with the company include-Into the Hoods, Some Like it Hip Hop, ZooNation 10 Year Anniversary,
Groove on Down The Road, ZooNation: Unplugged, The Show of Life, The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party
and the London handover ceremonies for the Beijing Olympics, 2008.
Carrie wears many different hats within ZooNation and her various roles include Associate
Director, Resident Director, Choreographer, Performer and Teacher. Other performing and
choreography theatre credits include: SIX (Arts Theatre London, UK Tour, Chicago Shakespeare
Theater), This is my Family (Chichester Festival Theatre), Blaze, The Street Dance Sensation
(Peacock Theatre and European tour), Jeeves & Wooster in Perfect Nonsense (Duke of York’s
Theatreand UK tour), The Suicide (The National), I Can’t Sing, The X Factor Musical
(The London Palladium), The International Olympic Committee Heads of State Performance,
2012 (Royal Opera House), The Realness and Polatrix (Hackney Down Studios),
R&D (Hampstead Theatre), Back to the Lab, Sum of Parts and Breakin’ Convention
(Sadler’s Wells), The Catherine Tate Show Live (UK Tour), Whydentity (Royal Festival Hall).
Currently Carrie is the UK Resident Choreographer for Hamilton in the West End. Carrie also
engages in work in the commercial industry and has choreographed various music videos/live
performances, corporate engagements and campaigns such as, Change4Life Summer Campaign,
StreetDance 3D (Vertigo Films), Sony Dance Star Party (Playstation 3 Games), Esmee Denters
T4 On The Beach (LivePerformance), Elderbrook Good Times Music Video, Google Engage EMEA
Corporate Dublin, F&F Children’s Autumn Campaign (Internet Advertisement), Sassoon at Salon
International (Gala Dinner and Presentation).
Click here to read an interview with Carrie-Anne Ingrouille
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WORKSHOP IDEA THREE : PRACTICAL E XPLORATION
During rehearsals we have a half an hour call time for performers to arrive, get changed, have a chat and prepare
for rehearsals. We then join a circle on the dance floor at exactly 10am. Being in the circle on time shows respect
for the other members in the company. A full physical warm up is a vital start to our day and allows the company
to shake off any cobwebs or worries before rehearsals start. We begin with cardio and raise our heart rates.
We then look at strength and stretch, as well as some foundation and technical skills too which often includes
across the floor work. We love to include a freestyle circle where each company member takes it in turns to do
a step or a groove and everyone else copies. It is important for dancers to listen to their bodies to avoid injury.
On a really good day we might do some company massage. The company also receive physiotherapy sessions.
Warm ups are generally led by Associate or Assistant Choreographers or by Dance Captains.

Starter – A ZooNation Style Warm Up

Use the following video of Associate Choreographer Carrie-Anne Ingrouille leading
a warm up to support you teaching a ZooNation style warm up to your students:
Click here to watch A ZooNation Style Warm Up

Introduction to Locking

Use the following tutorials with cast member Bradley Charles, to complete as an activity
with your students to immerse them into the Hip Hop genre and style of Locking:
Click here to watch an Introduction to Locking Part 1

Click here to watch an Introduction to Locking Part 2

Learning the Some Like It Hip Hop Repertoire:

Use the following video of Carrie-Anne Ingrouille teaching the repertoire of Some Like It Hip Hop to deliver
to your students. This is the number at the end of the show and it demonstrates a high level of energy and
harmony, as it symbolises the success of equality and unity within the city between men and women:
Click here to learn the Some Like It Hip Hop Repertoire

Developing the Some Like It Hip Hop Repertoire

Now get students to develop this piece of repertoire in small groups. Give each group a focus
based on their ability. You could consider asking them to include a range of the following skills:
accumulation, action/reaction, counterpoint, formations, lead and follow, gesture, balance,
fast/slow, strong/light, flowing/ abrupt, air pattern, change of direction and levels.
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WORKSHOP IDEA FOUR : CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
Read your class the character profiles on the following page
and get them to each pick one to use for the lesson.

Starter – Improvising in character
Get students to walk around the room in a neutral position.
Then give them the following circumstances and ask how their
emotions would affect their body language and how this would
change to embody their character in that situation.
• How would your character walk and talk?
• It is a cold winters day outside the city.
• Your character is confused.
• Your character is angry.
• Women have just been banned from the city for reading books.

Hot Seating
• In pairs get your students to face one another and take turns
to question each other on their characters for a minute at a
time. (Be clear that when answering the questions they must
embody their characters persona.)
• Get them to ask a range of open questions, which are specific
in order for them to build a back story for their characters.
• At the end ask them to feedback to one another on what
they felt was believable and what was not. Get them to
discuss how body language, voice and storyline affected this.
• Repeat this process based on their feedback with a new pair.

Writing in role

Give students independent time to write a diary extract
in character. The extract should be a day of their life.
They should use the character they created within the hot
seating to expand on for this task.

Character development is incredibly important to us in all
of our productions. I ask performers to conduct research and
do homework, and to study the issues relevant to the show.
With Some Like It Hip Hop we particularly looked at gender
politics in the 1950s. I tried to inspire the casts interest in this
by putting a poster from the 50’s on the wall at the rehearsal
room. It was an advert for the perfect Christmas gift for a
husband to give his wife. A hoover! The wife is incredibly
happy with her gift and the idea of cleaning her home with
her lovely new hoover seems to fill her with joy! We brought
this poster to life in Rules of Seduction when Randall, who is
dressed as a woman, is handed a hoover with a big red bow on
it. For me it is important that the performers are able to base
their character on something tangible and real. I want them to
use their brains as much as their bodies.
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CHARACTER PROFILES
Jo-Jo/Joe
Age range: 18-30
Sex: Female
Characteristics: Is a complete
bookworm, she has read every book
the city has to offer – she lives and
breathes education and books and
thrives in expanding her mind!
She is a knowledgeable, loving and
determined woman whose courage
to fight for equality can land her
in trouble. In her quest for equality
she falls in love with Simeon –
her male double – only problem is
he doesn’t know she is a woman.
Jo-Jo’s unbreakable bond and
sisterhood with her best friend Kerri
means she is not left to face the
challenges within the city alone.
Kerri/David
Age range: 18-30
Sex: Female
Characteristics: Kerri is the
physically stronger one of the
fearsome pair. She is an independent,
bold and fearless woman who fights
for what she believes in. She feels
oppressed as a woman within the
city and her kind, loving nature
means she takes young Oprah
under her wing.

Simeon
Age range: 18-30
Sex: Male
Characteristics: Has an incredibly
high IQ and is the male version of
Jo-Jo. He is new to the city and
travelled far to get there. His loving,
open nature and naivety often
means he is taken advantage of.
His open heart finds him looking for
someone to love and he ultimately
brings sunshine to the city.
The Governor
Age range: 40-50
Sex: Male
Characteristics: The Governor has
been affected by extreme grief
through the loss of his wife and
his world has been plunged into
darkness. This subsequently leads to
him banning love, light and education
within the city. Furthermore, he
banishes his daughter as she
resembles his wife. His oppression
turns him to dark and evil.
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ZOONATION: THE KATE PRINCE COMPANY WORKSHOP OPPORTUNITIES

To support the teaching of Some Like It Hip Hop, ZooNation: The Kate Prince Company
are offering a range of workshops both virtually and face to face.

PRICES:

Workshops are tailored to meet all levels of experience from Key Stage 3 and above.
Working with partners we can create and deliver workshops that:

• Online Q+A session - £35* for half hour session with creative, cast or producer
depending on request

• Allow students to explore a range of dance styles that originate from Hip Hop
Culture including Breakin’, House, Groove, Waacking, Krump, Nu Wave,
and the funk styles of Popping and Locking.

• One to One zoom sessions - £75/hr* price per household, up to 3 participants

• Cover repertoire from the production Some Like It Hip Hop.
• Question and Answer sessions to support coursework.
Our teachers are the best within the industry, and all are working professionally
as dancers and choreographers. All teachers complete regular training with the
company to prepare them for their teaching work and all company teachers have
a recent DBS check. We also welcome bookings from groups with special or additional
needs. ZooNation is committed to enabling all participants to engage in workshops,
equally and with dignity and respect.

Online /Digital Offer

• Classroom zoom sessions - £100/hr* max of 15 participants for OOSS
(out of school settings), or max of 30 students if in school bubble

COVID 19 secure in person Workshops
• One to One sessions - £75/hr** - price per household, up to 3 participants
• Classroom sessions - £150/hr** - max of 15 participants for OOSS (out of school
settings), or max of 30 students if in school bubble
•H
 alf day sessions - £200** for 2 hours and £250** for 3 hours. max of 15 participants
for OOSS (out of school settings), or max of 30 students if in school bubble
• Full day sessions - £350** for 4 and £400** for 5 hours, this includes a paid
hour break for teachers. max of 15 participants for OOSS (out of school settings),
or max of 30 students if in school bubble
* price does not include VAT
** price does not include VAT or travel (for sessions out of the M25 and studio hire if required)
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USEFUL RESOURCES

The following resources may be helpful in expanding your research into
ZooNation: The Kate Prince Company and the production of Some Like It Hip Hop:
• zoonation.co.uk
• www.sadlerswells.com
• ZooNationDanceonDemand
• www.malala.org
• HistoryofHipHopDance
• BecomingaDancer

CRE D IT S
Designer – Scott MacMichael, Gallusness
Videographer – David Kaplowitz, Exponential Films
Music - DJ Walde
Film Editor – Jo Cork
Photography - J ohan Persson,
Andy Holdsworth,
Ed Miller,
Simon Prince

• cdmt.org.uk/accredited-professional-Training
• www.curtisbrown.co.uk/client/kate-Prince
• Being a Dancer: Advice for Dancers and Choreographers by Lyndsey Winship
• High Kicks: The Essential Guide to Working as a Dancer by Donna Ross
• The Theatre Careers Handbook by Stage Jobs Pro

Want to listen to the Some Like It Hip Hop soundtrack? You can!

Listen on Spotify

Listen on Apple Music
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THANK YOU
Special Thanks
To all contributors of Some Like it Hip Hop, from those who supported financially
to those who gave their creativity, time and energy, and most importantly those who came and watched
– this show would not have been possible without any of you.
A special mention to Arts Council England, Sadler’s Wells, Wales Millennium Centre, Leicester Curve,
Georgina Harper, ZooNation Board of Trustees and Rachel Howes.
In loving memory of the original cast and crew members who have sadly passed away.
Teneisha Bonner, Robert Anker, Luke Coles

